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ABSTRACT
With the tremendous growth of videos over the Internet, video
thumbnails, providing video content previews, are becoming in-
creasingly crucial to influencing users’ online searching experi-
ences. Conventional video thumbnails are generated once purely
based on the visual characteristics of videos, and then displayed
as requested. Hence, such video thumbnails, without considering
the users’ searching intentions, cannot provide a meaningful snap-
shot of the video contents that users concern. In this paper, we
define a distinctively new task, namely sentence specified dynamic
video thumbnail generation, where the generated thumbnails not
only provide a concise preview of the original video contents but
also dynamically relate to the users’ searching intentions with se-
mantic correspondences to the users’ query sentences. To tackle
such a challenging task, we propose a novel graph convolved video
thumbnail pointer (GTP). Specifically, GTP leverages a sentence
specified video graph convolutional network to model both the
sentence-video semantic interaction and the internal video rela-
tionships incorporated with the sentence information, based on
which a temporal conditioned pointer network is then introduced
to sequentially generate the sentence specified video thumbnails.
Moreover, we annotate a new dataset based on ActivityNet Cap-
tions for the proposed new task, which consists of 10,000+ video-
sentence pairs with each accompanied by an annotated sentence
specified video thumbnail. We demonstrate that our proposed GTP
outperforms several baseline methods on the created dataset, and
thus believe that our initial results along with the release of the
new dataset will inspire further research on sentence specified dy-
namic video thumbnail generation. Dataset and code are available
at https://github.com/yytzsy/GTP.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Tremendous popularity of video websites and social networks has
stimulated a massive growth of videos over the Internet. In face
of this data deluge, video thumbnail [23, 29], as a commonly used
technology to provide viewers a condensed and straightforward
preview about the video contents, is becoming increasingly crucial
to influencing users’ online searching and browsing experiences.
Traditionally, one single key frame is extracted from an original
video as its thumbnail, which only conveys limited information
and cannot provide a vivid preview of the video. Therefore, some
popular video websites, like YouTube 1, start to trim a short segment
from a video as the video thumbnail, which provides a snapshot of
what the video is about.
From picking one single key frame to trimming one segment,
video thumbnails are becoming more expressive. However, there
are still some problems that have been overlooked before. Cur-
rently, most video thumbnails are yielded purely based on their
visual characteristics (e.g. visual quality, representativeness), while
regardless of the users’ search intentions [7, 14, 17, 24, 29, 35]. For
example, user A and user B in Figure 1(a) search online videos based
on two different queries “Some horses are riding on the prairie”
and “A shepherd dog works with sheep”. It can be observed that
there is one video existing in both returned video pools. However,
the pre-determined video thumbnail, even in the form of a video
segment, only presents the scene of sheep, which partially relates
to the query of user B and is irrelevant to the search intention
of user A. We regard such a video thumbnail to be “static” to the
users’ queries. By browsing such video thumbnails, users still can-
not decide whether the video contains the meaningful and desired
information they need, which will greatly influence the efficiency
and experience of online video searching.
Nowadays, a thread of works [20, 23, 31] take users’ queries
into consideration for generating video thumbnails. On the one
hand, such methods limit video thumbnails in the form of a single
key frame without considering video temporal characteristics, thus
making the generated video thumbnails less expressive. On the
1https://www.youtube.com/
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riding on the prairie
(a) 
(b) 
User query B: 
A shepherd dog 
works with sheep
Static video thumbnail
Sentence specified 
dynamic video thumbnailsUser query A:
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Figure 1: The comparison between traditional static video
thumbnail and our proposed sentence specified dynamic
video thumbnails for online video searching scenarios.
other hand, users’ queries employed in these methods are often
confined to single words or short phrases, which cannot accommo-
date general and flexible users’ searching intentions in the form of
natural language sentences. Besides the above, another thread of
works [3, 9, 15, 22] which aim to trim a single consecutive video seg-
ment from a video according to the given natural language query,
can also apply to the video thumbnail generation task. However,
such methods mainly focus on modeling video-sentence semantic
correlation while ignore global video contents and internal video
relationships, making the trimmed segment not comprehensive
enough as a video thumbnail to express the video contents.
Based on the above considerations, in this paper, we define a
distinctively new task, namely sentence specified dynamic video
thumbnail generation. First, a video is evenly split into a sequence
of short video clips. Afterward, we exploit the semantic relation-
ships between these video clips as well as their matching behaviors
with the query sentence, and finally select and concatenate several
video clips to compose the final video thumbnail. Different from
the traditional video thumbnails which are pre-determined offline,
as shown in Figure 1(b), our video thumbnails are dynamically
generated concerning different sentence queries.
The sentence specified dynamic video thumbnail generation is
a very challenging task. Firstly, natural sentence query and video
are different kinds of sequential data with rich semantic meanings.
Therefore, their matching relationships are quite complicated and
need to bemodeled in a fine-grainedmanner, so as to generate video
thumbnails that conform to users’ search intentions. Secondly, as a
video thumbnail can be composed by several video clips, how to
model the internal semantic relationships within videos and make
the selected video clips semantically coherent with the overall video
contents is worthy of further considerations.
To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose a novel
graph convolved video thumbnail pointer (GTP), which can gener-
ate a semantically meaningful and coherent video thumbnail from
an input video and meanwhile make the yielded thumbnail seman-
tically relevant to the natural sentence query. Specifically, GTP first
establishes a word-by-clip attention interaction between the sen-
tence query and video sequence, and then performs a fine-grained
semantic coupling of these two modalities. Afterward, based on the
yielded sentence-video interaction features, a graph convolutional
network (GCN) [18] is performed to model the sentence specified
relationships between different video clips, and further supports the
in-video reasoning under the sentence semantics. Finally, a novel
temporal conditioned pointer network, which takes the graph con-
volved features as input, is proposed to sequentially generate the
video thumbnail and meanwhile preserve its semantic coherence.
Another major obstacle for sentence specified dynamic video
thumbnail generation is the lack of dataset which contains pairs of
video and sentence descriptions, as well as the associated sentence
specified video thumbnails. To this end, we create a new dataset by
annotating thumbnails for videos in the ActivityNet Captions [2, 19]
dataset. We take one video segment in ActivityNet Captions and
its associated caption as our required video and sentence pair, and
annotate the video thumbnail for the video segment, making the
thumbnail semantically relevant to the caption. In total, our dataset
consists of 10,000+ video-sentence pairs collected from about 4,000
videos and their captions in the ActivityNet Captions dataset.
In summary, our contributions are four-folds:
• We introduce a novel task, namely sentence specified dynamic
video thumbnail generation, aiming at dynamically selecting and
concatenating video clips from an original video to generate one
video thumbnail, which not only provides a concise preview of
the original video but also semantically corresponds to the given
sentence description.
• We propose a novel graph convolved video thumbnail pointer
(GTP) to tackle the sentence specified dynamic video thumbnail
generation problem. A sentence specified video graph convolu-
tional network is designed to exploit the complicated semantic
relationships within the sentence and video sequence, based on
which a temporal conditioned pointer network is proposed to se-
quentially generate the video thumbnail and meanwhile preserve
its semantic coherence.
• We annotate video thumbnails for videos in the ActivityNet Cap-
tions dataset, and create a new dataset to facilitate the research
on sentence specified dynamic video thumbnail generation.
• We validate the effectiveness of our proposed GTP model on the
newly created dataset and achieve superior performance against
the competing methods.
2 RELATEDWORK
Text Independent Video Thumbnail Generation. Most con-
ventional video thumbnail generation methods [7, 10, 14, 17, 26, 29]
have focused on learning the characteristics of video thumbnails
purely from visual contents, regardless of the user input textual
queries. Particularly, Gao et al. [10] proposed a thematic video
thumbnail selection algorithm, which constructs a visual theme
model to capture the visual commodities shared between video key
frames and an extra set of web images searched by the keywords
from the video. Key frames with the highest similarities to the visual
theme can be selected as the final video thumbnails. Song et al. [29]
presented an automatic thumbnail selection system which selects
attractive thumbnails by analyzing various objective and subjective
metrics (e.g., visual quality and aesthetics) of video frames. They
performed clustering analysis to determine the relevance between
the video thumbnail and video content, and further investigated
that the selection of a good thumbnail highly relies on objective
visual quality metrics, such as frame texture and sharpness.
Recently, Song et al. [13] further introduced the problem of au-
tomatically generating animated gifs from videos. Gifs are short
looping video segments of no sound and can present the expressive
video contents to users, and therefore can be regarded as a new
form of video thumbnails. To solve the gif generation problem,
they proposed a robust deep RankNet, which models video content
popularity and quality and further generates a ranking list of video
segments according to their suitabilities as a gif. While the above
methods can select visually qualified key frames or segments from
videos to represent video contents, they ignore the user intentions
for searching videos, which may not be adequate to satisfy the
users’ online searching and browsing experiences.
Text Specified Video Thumbnail Generation. Recently, some
researchers start to investigate how to generate video thumbnails
according to textual user queries [20, 23, 31]. Huang et al. [20] pro-
posed a query-specific thumbnail selection algorithm that extracts
a frame being both representative of the video contents and specific
to the intent of the user’s query. The matching relations between
query words and frame contents are captured by a shallow dual
cross-media relevance model [21] adapted from the image anno-
tation problem. Liu et al. [23] employed a deep visual-semantic
embedding model (VSEM) to measure the relevance between the
query and video frames by embedding them into a latent semantic
space. Hence, key frames in the video are ranked by their distances
to the given query in the learned latent space, and the top-ranked
frames are selected as the final video thumbnail. Based on VSEM,
Vasudevan et al. [31] further proposed a quality-aware relevance es-
timation model (QARE) which can capture the query-independent
frame-quality properties in the visual semantic embedding pro-
cedure. The frame-quality properties are characterized separately
by one dimension in the common latent semantic space. Thus,
their video thumbnail selection is done by using both the query
dependent relevance scores and query-independent quality scores
of video frames.
Most of the above text specified video thumbnail generation
methods are largely based on the multi-modal semantic matching
framework [8, 27], which is originally designed for image search-
ing or tagging. Due to the lack of datasets customized for video
thumbnail generation, these methods can only leverage other image
annotation datasets such as Clickture [16] to train their models.
With such image-based framework and dataset, a lot of important
video specific characteristics such as video temporal relationships
are not fully explored and leveraged, which inevitably hurts the
effectiveness of the video thumbnail generation. Moreover, the user
queries are often confined to single words or phrases, which also
cannot accommodate the general and flexible user sentence queries.
Temporal Sentence Localization inVideo.Given an untrimmed
video and a natural language sentence query, temporal sentence
localization in video aims to identify the start and end points of
one video segment, which semantically matches the given sentence
query [3–5, 9, 15, 22, 37]. To solve this problem, Hendricks et al.
firstly presented a Moment Context Network (MCN) [15] to match
video segments with sentence query in a multi-modal latent space,
where the temporal endpoint features of video segments are also
incorporated to enhance the localization performance. Gao et al.
proposed a Cross-Modal Temporal Regression Localizer (CTRL)
[9], which extended the object detection methodologies [11, 12] in
spatial dimensions to temporal dimension. They firstly sampled
several candidate video segments from video and fused the sen-
tence information with each of these segments. Then based on
the fused multimodal features, the temporal boundaries of these
segments were adjusted to the target positions with a localization
regression network. Liu et al. proposed a Attentive Cross-Modal
Retrieval Network (ACRN) [22]. The ACRN enhanced the CTRL
architecture with a memory attention mechanism, in which the
visual information mentioned in the query was emphasized and
further incorporated to the context of each candidate segment.
Our proposed sentence specified dynamic video thumbnail gen-
eration task is different from the temporal sentence localization
task. For temporal sentence localization, it is assumed that the
given sentence query only corresponds to one single video seg-
ment, which consists of one or several consecutive video clips.
However, for dynamic video thumbnail generation, the predicted
thumbnails can be composed of several temporally inconsecutive
but semantically coherent video clips. More importantly, the tem-
poral sentence localization task mainly emphasizes on modeling
the semantic correlation between video and sentence. While for
sentence specified video thumbnail generation, the generated video
thumbnail not only should have close relationships with the sen-
tence query, but also needs to provide a straightforward preview of
the overall video contents. Therefore, the global video information,
such as the semantic relationships between different video clips,
needs to be considered for generating the dynamic video thumbnail.
3 PROPOSED APPROACH
Given a video V and a sentence S , the task of sentence specified
dynamic video thumbnail generation aims to select a set of video
clips {vi } from V , which are semantically relevant to the sentence
S and will be concatenated together as the final video thumbnail.
Each video is first represented as V = {vt }Tt=1, where vt denotes
the representation of the t-th video clip, and T is the total number
of clips. Accordingly, each sentence is represented as S = {wn }Nn=1,
where wn is the embedding of the n-th word in the sentence and
N denotes the total number of words.
We propose a novel graph convolved video thumbnail pointer
(GTP), to tackle the sentence specified dynamic video thumbnail
generation problem. As illustrated in Figure 2, GTP, which takes
the video and sentence features V and S as inputs, consists of three
modules: (1) video and sentence encoders, (2) sentence specified
video graph convolutional network and (3) temporal conditioned
pointer network. Please note that the three modules are closely
coordinated and can thus be trained in an end-to-end fashion.
3.1 Video and Sentence Encoders
Considering the sequential characteristics of the video and sen-
tence representations, two bi-directional gated recurrent units (Bi-
GRUs) [6] are used to encode these two modalities, respectively:
uVt = BiGRUV (uVt−1, uVt+1, vt ),
uSn = BiGRUS (uSn−1, uSn+1, wn ).
(1)
Due to the behaviors of BiGRU, the output hidden states, namely
UV = [uV1 , · · · , uVT ] and US = [uS1 , · · · , uSN ], encode and aggregate
the flexible contexts of the video and sentence, respectively.
3.2 Sentence Specified Video Graph
Convolutional Network
Relying on the encoded video UV and sentence US representations,
as shown in the middle part of Figure 2, the sentence video interac-
tion and the video graph convolution modules are stacked together
to exploit the fine-grained sentence video semantic relationships
and the sentence specified video clip relationships, respectively.
Sentence Video Interaction. To fully exploit the fine-grained
interaction between sentence and video, we propose to attentively
summarize and incorporate the sentence information regarding
each video clip. Specifically, the soft attention mechanism [36] is
used to generate the attention weights
{
atn
}N
n=1 of one video clip
with respect to all the words in the sentence:
β tn = w
T tanh
(
WIsu
S
n +W
I
vu
V
t + b
I
a
)
, atn =
exp(β tn )∑N
n=1 exp(β tn )
, (2)
where wT ,WIs ,WIv , and bIa are the learnable parameters. The clip-
specific sentence representation cSt is subsequently computed by
aggregating the word features with the yielded attention weights:
cSt =
N∑
n=1
atnu
S
n . (3)
Finally, we concatenate each video clip feature with its clip-specific
sentence feature, and feed the concatenated vector to a fully-connected
(FC) layer:
hIt = σ
(
WIf
(
uVt ∥cSt
)
+ bIf
)
, (4)
where σ is the nonlinear activation function, andWIf and b
I
f are the
parameters of the FC layer. The yieldedHI = [hI1, · · · , hIT ], denoted
as the sentence-video interaction features, dynamically encodes
the fine-grained word-by-clip matching relationships between the
sentence and video.
Video Graph Convolution. In our sentence specified dynamic
video thumbnail generation task, the generated video thumbnails
should not only have close relationships with the sentence seman-
tics, but also need to provide a content preview of the overall video.
Therefore, with the sentence-video interaction features, we fur-
ther model the sentence specified relationships between different
video clips by a graph convolutional network [18], so as to take the
global video contents into consideration when generating video
thumbnails. Specifically, we represent the video as a graph struc-
ture, where each node hIt in the graph represents one video clip
incorporated with sentence information, and the edge between each
pair of nodes represents their sentence specified semantic similarity
or affinity Fi j = hIi
T hIj . After computing the affinity matrix F, we
perform normalization on each row of the matrix to ensure that
the sum of the edge values connected to one node be 1 [32, 34]:
Gi j =
exp(λFi j )∑T
j=1 exp(λFi j )
, (5)
where λ is the scaling factor.G ∈ RT×T is regarded as the adjacency
matrix representing the constructed sentence specified video clip
graph.
Based on the adjacency matrix G, the graph convolution opera-
tion is performed, which computes the response of a node based
Sentence Video
Attention
Video and Sentence 
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Sentence Specified 
Video Graph 
Convolutional
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Conditioned 
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Figure 2: The architecture of our GTPmodel, which consists
of three modules. First, the video and sentence encoders ag-
gregate the contextual evidences from the video clip repre-
sentations and word embeddings of the sentence query, re-
spectively. Second, the sentence specified video graph convo-
lutional network establishes the fine-grained word-by-clip
interaction between the sentence and video, and leverages a
GCN to further exploit the sentence specified video clip re-
lationships. Finally, the temporal conditioned pointer net-
work predicts and concatenates the video clips to yield the
video thumbnail in a sequential manner.
on its neighbors defined by the above sentence specified graph
relationships:
Z = (G + I)XWG , (6)
where I ∈ RT×T is the identity matrix to emphasize the self-
interaction of each node. X ∈ RT×d is the representations of all
the graph nodes. WG ∈ Rd×d is the learnable weight matrix for
performing the convolution operation. The output Z is of the same
dimension as the inputX. As such, the graph convolution operation
can be stacked into multiple layers. After each layer of graph con-
volution, the Layer Normalization [1] and nonlinear activation are
performed before Z is forwarded to the next layer. Thus, the graph
convolution process can be regarded as performing information
passing inside our built graph, or as linking the relevant video clips
under the sentence semantics.
In our video graph convolution, the input of the first layer of
convolution is the sentence-video interaction features, i.e., X = HI ,
and the output of the last layer of convolution is defined as the
graph convolved video features HG = [hG1 , · · · , hGT ].
3.3 Temporal Conditioned Pointer Network
Based on the graph convolved video features, we design a novel
temporal conditioned pointer network shown in Figure 3, which
sequentially outputs a list of integers p = (p1, · · · ,p j , · · · ) indicat-
ing the selected video clips to be concatenated as the desired video
thumbnail.
Specifically, another BiGRU is used to aggregate the graph con-
volved video features as H˜G = [HG ; hGT+1], where hGT+1 = 0 is
a padding token used to indicate the end of the sequential video
clip selection. To determine p j , a temporal conditioned attention
mechanism is proposed to compute an attention vector ej ∈ RT+1,
where e jt indicates the probability of selecting the t-th video clip as
the j-th clip to compose the final video thumbnail:
s jt = w
T tanh
(
WPд h
G
t +W
P
h h
P
j−1 + b
P
)
,
e jt =
m jt exp(s jt )∑T+1
t=1 m
j
t exp(s jt )
withm jt =
{
0 if t ≤ p j−1
1 if t > p j−1
,
p j = argmax(e j1, · · · , e jT+1),
(7)
where hPj−1 is the hidden state of the temporal conditioned pointer
network, which is realized by a GRU:
hPj = GRU(hPj−1,
T+1∑
t=1
e jt h
G
t ). (8)
At each time-step, the input is yielded by attentively summarizing
HG regarding the generated probabilities ej . hP0 is initialized by the
average pooling of the sentence representation.
Compared with the general pointer network [33], as denoted in
Eq (7), a temporal conditioned constraint, fulfilled via a binary atten-
tion maskmjt , is applied on s
j
t when generating the corresponding
attention weight e jt . In this way, if the position of the previously
selected video clip is p j−1, the video clips before p j−1 will not be
considered and deactivated by setting mjt to 0 (as illustrated in
the gray region of Figure 3). On the contrary, the general pointer
network will choose an already selected clip again or a video clip
before the already selected clips. The disordered chosen video clips
will break the logical relationships in the video and inevitably hurt
the performance of the pointer network in the following time-steps.
The proposed temporal conditioned constraint naturally solves the
problem by introducing the attention mask, which ensures the
generated thumbnail to be temporally consistent with the original
video, therefore providing users a semantically coherent preview
of the video contents. Moreover, it is worth noting that our pro-
posed temporal conditioned pointer network makes the video clip
selection quite flexible, and even inconsecutive video clips can be
grouped together to compose the final video thumbnail. Besides,
the lengths of the thumbnails are also no need to be limited to a
fixed value.
3.4 Training and Inference
The training samples collected in Γ = {(V , S,B)} for sentence
specified dynamic video thumbnail generation are video-sentence-
annotation triples. Specifically, each video V is associated with a
sentence annotation (S,B), where S is the sentence description used
for video thumbnail generation, and B ∈ RT×K is a ground-truth
annotation matrix with binary entries. T is the number of video
clips in V and K is the maximal number of video clips that can
be contained in a video thumbnail. Bkt is set to 1 when the t-th
video clip in video V is selected as the k-th video clip in the video
thumbnail. Otherwise, Bkt is set to 0.
For a training sample (V , S,B) in Γ, the objective for video thumb-
nail generation is given by L(V , S,B):
L(V , S, B) = −
K∑
k=1
T∑
t=1
Bkt log(ekt ). (9)
Sentence 
Temporal Conditioned 
Constraint
Average 
Pooling
p1=3
p2=4
p3=5
p(l-1)=t
pl=T+1
(End)
Zero Padding
Figure 3: The detailed architecture of the proposed tempo-
ral conditioned pointer network. From top to bottom, each
red arrow points out the selected video clip in the sequen-
tial video thumbnail generation procedure. The video clip
selection stops until it points to the zero padding state hGT+1
at a certain time-step. Under the temporal conditioned con-
straint, the gray bar in each row indicates the video clips that
will not be selected at each time-step.
Here ekt is the predicted selection probability of the t-th video
clip at the k-th step in our proposed temporal conditioned pointer
network, as denoted in Section 3.3.
In training, the objective L will back-propagate to all the fully-
coupled three modules of GTP. For all the training samples in Γ,
the objective is defined as:
LΓ =
∑
(V ,S,B)∈Γ
L(V , S, B). (10)
During the inference stage, we first pre-process the input video and
sentence description to acquire the video clip and word embedding
features, then feed the features into our proposed graph convolved
video thumbnail pointer, and finally obtain the predicted positions
of the selected video clips. These clips are sequentially concatenated
together and constitute the dynamic video thumbnail.
4 SENTENCE SPECIFIED VIDEO THUMBNAIL
DATASET
A major challenge for sentence specified dynamic video thumbnail
generation is that there is a lack of large-scale dataset which consists
of video and sentence pairs, as well as the corresponding sentence-
related video thumbnail. To mitigate this issue, we annotate a new
dataset based on the ActivityNet Captions [19] dataset for our
proposed new task.
Each video in ActivityNet Captions is annotated by several sen-
tence captions, with each caption summarizing the content of a
specific video segment with explicit starting and ending points in
the video. We randomly choose 4,000 videos from ActivityNet Cap-
tions, and then trim the video segment for each caption from these
chosen videos. The trimmed video segments of less than 20-second
length are dropped, and the rest segments with their corresponding
captions are collected to form our required video-sentence pairs. We
further ask several participants to annotate the video thumbnails
for these collected videos. For the convenience of annotation, we
set up a website to annotate the video thumbnails. When annotat-
ing, participants will watch the video-sentence pair simultaneously.
They are required to read the sentence and watch the video first,
and then select no more than 5 clips from the video to constitute
the final video thumbnail. To speed up the annotation, we split the
original video into clips of 2-second length and place these clips on
the website in the chronological order. The participants only need
to click the clips to indicate their selections.
Through the aforementioned data collection and annotation pro-
cedures, we finally acquire 10,204 video-sentence pairs in total, and
ensure that each pair is accompanied by 4 video thumbnail annota-
tions from different participants. We randomly choose 70% of the
collected video-sentence pairs for training, 15% for validation, and
the remaining 15% for testing. Since there are 4 video thumbnail
annotations for each video-sentence pair, we take the annotated
video thumbnail with the highest consistency among the 4 annota-
tions as the ground-truth during the training stage. While in the
testing stage, the predicted video thumbnail will be evaluated with
respect to all the 4 annotations. For more details and analysis of
our created dataset, please refer to the supplemental material 2.
5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we begin by describing baseline methods and ex-
perimental settings, followed by the experimental results on the
sentence specified dynamic video thumbnail generation task.
5.1 Baseline Methods
We compare our proposed GTP model against the following state-
of-the-art video thumbnail generation methods, specifically Beaut-
Thumb [29], RankNet [13], VSEM [23], and QARE [31]. Beaut-
Thumb and RankNet are text independent models which generate
video thumbnails by purely relying on visual characteristics of
video frames. We directly run the source codes3, and concatenate
the top-5 ranked video clips as the video thumbnail. VSEM and
QARE are text specified models, which learn a joint embedding of
video clips and query sentences, and thereby select video thumb-
nails according to their distances with the sentences. Since both
VSEM and QARE only focus on selecting key frames from videos as
the thumbnails, we adapt the selection unit of these two methods
from video frame to video clip, and the top-5 ranked video clips are
concatenated together as the final video thumbnail.
In addition, we also apply two temporal sentence localization
methods CTRL [9] and ACRN [22] to the proposed sentence speci-
fied dynamic video thumbnail generation task, and evaluate their
results on our created dataset. In the setting of temporal sentence
localization in video, one sentence query only refers to one single
video segment. However, the annotated video thumbnail in our
created dataset may be composed of several inconsecutive video
clips. In order to generate corresponding ground truth for tempo-
ral sentence localization in our created dataset, for each sentence
query, we merge each group of continuous annotated video clips
into a video segment, and take the longest video segment as the
ground truth for temporal sentence localization.
5.2 Experimental Settings
Evaluation Metrics. We assess the quality of a generated video
thumbnail by measuring the agreement between the video clips
2https://github.com/yytzsy/GTP/blob/master/ACM_MM19_Supplemental_Material.pdf
3Code for BeautThumb: https://github.com/yahoo/hecate; Code for RankNet:
https://github.com/gyglim/video2gif_code
Table 1: Performance comparisons of differentmethods on our cre-
ated dataset.
Method Precision Recall F1 IoU
Random 0.3409 0.3971 0.3604 0.2379
BeautThumb [29] 0.3639 0.4217 0.3837 0.2544
RankNet [13] 0.3790 0.4443 0.4013 0.2770
VSEM [23] 0.4142 0.4849 0.4386 0.3098
QARE [31] 0.4050 0.4744 0.4285 0.2986
CTRL [9] 0.4933 0.4124 0.4303 0.3084
ACRN [22] 0.4967 0.4328 0.4456 0.3271
GTP 0.5055 0.5742 0.5285 0.3933
within it and the video clips within the ground-truth annotations.
Specifically, for thek-th video-sentence sample in the testing set, we
denote Aki as the set of selected video clips in the i-th ground-truth
video thumbnail, and Pk as the set of video clips within the gener-
ated video thumbnail. The precision, recall, and IoU scores between
Aki and P
k are computed as Precisionki =
∥Intersect ion(Pk ,Aki ) ∥
∥Pk ∥ ,
Recallki =
∥Intersect ion(Pk ,Aki ) ∥
∥Aki ∥
, IoU ki =
∥Intersect ion(Pk ,Aki ) ∥
∥Union(Pk ,Aki ) ∥
.
Finally, the overall video thumbnail generation results are evalu-
ated by the average Precision, Recall, F1 and IoU scores among all
the M testing samples, as follows:
Precision =
1
M
M∑
k=1
max
i∈{1,2,3,4}
Precisionki , (11)
Recall =
1
M
M∑
k=1
max
i∈{1,2,3,4}
Recallki , (12)
F 1 = 1
M
M∑
k=1
max
i∈{1,2,3,4}
2 × Precisionki × Recallki
Precisionki + Recall
k
i
, (13)
IoU =
1
M
M∑
k=1
max
i∈{1,2,3,4}
IoU ki . (14)
ImplementationDetails.Weevenly split each video into 2-second
video clips, and encode each clip with the released C3D [30] features
by ActivityNet Challenge 20164. For sentences, we tokenize each
sentence by Standford CoreNLP [25], and use Glove [28] to initialize
the word embedding with dimension as 300. The words not found in
Glove are randomly initialized. The hidden state dimensions of all
GRUs are set as 256. As for the video graph convolution, we set the
number of the graph convolution layer as 2, and the scaling factor
λ as 150. The initial learning rate is set to 0.001, and is gradually
decayed over time.
5.3 Performance Comparisons
Table 1 illustrates the video thumbnail generation results of differ-
ent methods on our created dataset. First, with randomly selecting
5 video clips to constitute the thumbnail, the Random setting per-
forms the worst. Other methods, including our proposed GTP can
indeed learn to produce meaningful video thumbnails. Second, the
text specified methods VSEM, QARE and GTP achieve much better
results than the text independent ones BeautThumb and RankNet.
It verifies that incorporating sentence information is beneficial to
choose the semantic meaningful video thumbnails for the sentence
4http://activity-net.org/challenges/2016/download.html
Table 2: Ablation studies on the different components in GTP.
Method Precision Recall F1 IoU
GTP-G 0.5053 0.5384 0.5100 0.3756
GTP-P 0.4071 0.4780 0.4310 0.3043
GTP-C 0.4968 0.4475 0.4582 0.3237
GTP 0.5055 0.5742 0.5285 0.3933
specified video thumbnail generation task. Third, among the three
text specified video thumbnail generation methods, our GTP per-
forms substantially better than VSEM and QARE. Compared with
separately matching sentence and each video clip in VSEM and
QARE, our GTP establishes a deeper semantic coupling between
sentence and video, and captures the sentence specified video clip
relations with graph convolution. Moreover, the temporal condi-
tioned pointer network can further preserve the temporal ordering
and semantic coherence of the selected video clips. As such, the
generated video thumbnail by our proposed GTP is not only seman-
tic related to the sentence description, but also coherent with the
overall video contents, and thus demonstrates a significant better
performance.
Moreover, as illustrated in Table 1, the two temporal sentence
localization methods, namely CTRL and ACRN, achieve inferior
results compared to our proposed GTP model. Both ACRN and
CTRL mainly focus on modeling semantic correlations between
videos and sentence queries, while neglect global video contents
and internal video relationships, and can only localize one single
segment from one video. Even though the predicted video segment
may have close relationships to the given sentence query and make
relatively high precision value, the single video segment may not
be representative enough to cover other meaningful information
within the overall video, thus resulting in lower recall value. As
such, the temporal sentence localization methods cannot be directly
applied to the video thumbnail generation task.
5.4 Analysis of the GTP Model
Ablation Studies on the GTP Components. To verify the con-
tribution of each part of our proposed GTPmodel, we perform three
ablation studies as follows.
(1) GTP-G: We drop the sentence specified video graph convolu-
tional network, and directly feed the concatenation of the average
feature of words and video clip feature into the temporal condi-
tioned pointer network.
(2) GTP-P: We drop the temporal conditioned pointer network,
and instead establish a 0-1 classifier on the graph convolved video
features HG to predict the probability of selecting each video clip
as the video thumbnail. The top-5 ranked clips with the highest
probabilities are concatenated as the final video thumbnail.
(3) GTP-C: We remove the temporal conditioned constraint in
the proposed temporal conditioned pointer network. In this case,
the selected video clips will further be post-processed by dropping
the repetitive ones to produce the final video thumbnail.
Table 2 lists the results of the aforementioned ablation studies.
It can be observed that our full model GTP outperforms all its
variants, which clearly verifies the effectiveness of our proposed
sentence specified video graph convolutional network and temporal
conditioned pointer network. Concretely, the graph convolution
establishes sentence specified relationships between different video
Table 3: Ablation studies on the graph convolution layers in GTP.
Method Precision Recall F1 IoU
GTP-1 0.5028 0.5686 0.5245 0.3880
GTP-2 0.5055 0.5742 0.5285 0.3933
GTP-3 0.5036 0.5710 0.5257 0.3899
GTP-4 0.4985 0.5677 0.5216 0.3854
clips and links the semantically related ones, which thereby sup-
ports the in-video reasoning when selecting video clips according
to the given sentence semantics. The temporal conditioned pointer
network learns the video thumbnail selection pattern from the
training dataset, which can flexibly determine the video clip selec-
tion and termination based on the former predictions. In contrast,
GTP-P drops the pointer network and takes the video clip rank-
ing strategy. In this case, the temporal and contextual information
within video thumbnails are not fully characterized and the video
thumbnail lengths are also fixed to a pre-defined value (5 clips),
which inevitably leads into inferior results and makes the video
thumbnail generation quite inflexible. Moreover, although the tem-
poral conditioned constraint is simple, it can naturally avoid the
disordered and repetitive video clips, and further preserves the
logical relations and semantic coherence of the generated video
thumbnails. Therefore, incorporating this constraint from GTP-C to
GTP makes a significant performance improvement for the overall
model.
Ablation Studies on the Number of Graph Convolution Lay-
ers. Table 3 lists the results of our proposed GTP model with dif-
ferent numbers of graph convolution layers. It can be observed
that GTP with two layers of graph convolutions achieves the best
results. When adding more graph convolution layers, the overall
performances gradually decrease but still stay stable, with narrow
margins compared to the best. The main reason may be that over-
fitting can become an issue as the number of parameters increases
with model depth [18].
5.5 Qualitative Results
Video Thumbnail Generation Examples. Several qualitative ex-
amples for sentence specified dynamic video thumbnail generation
are shown in Figure 4. It can be observed that the selected video
clips of our GTP model are more semantically consistent with the
given sentence description. Even in the second example, the ground-
truth thumbnails are divided into three separate parts, our GTP can
still predict the positions of them accurately. It indicates that our
GTP not only measures the semantic correlations between video
clips and sentences, but also captures the long range dependencies
and internal relationships of videos, and thus can generate video
thumbnails providing good content previews of the original videos.
For better demonstrating the word-by-clip interaction and the
video graph convolution in the video thumbnail generation pro-
cedure, we also provide two kinds of heat maps (red and blue) in
Figure 4 to illustrate the word-by clip attention matrix and the video
clip adjacency matrix, respectively. From the word-by-clip attention
matrix, it can be observed that some words with higher attention
weights well match the video contents. For example, in the first
qualitative example, the action “man runs and jumps” appears in
the 3 ∼ 7 video clips, and accordingly the concepts “man”, “runs” and
“jumps” get higher attention values in these video clips. For the stop
GTP
QARE
VSEM
Ground truth
Sentence description: The man runs and jumps again.
Sentence description: The man throws frisbees for the dog to catch.
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Figure 4: Qualitative examples for sentence specified dynamic video thumbnail generation. On the left, we use different color
bars to show the video clip selection results for different methods, with the selected video clips highlighted in darker colors.
Ground-truth video thumbnails are indicated by green color. On the right, we provide two kinds of heat maps (red and blue)
to illustrate the word-by-clip attention matrix and the video clip adjacency matrix, respectively.
The man speaks to the camera while showing a sandwich he is making.
The man then kneels on the ground.
Epoch 1 Epoch 2 Epoch 3 Epoch 4
Epoch 1 Epoch 2 Epoch 3 Epoch 4
Figure 5: Evolution of the learned adjacencymatrices during
the sentence specified video graph convolution. The graph
edge, representing video clip relationships, are more clearly
learned along with the model training procedure.
words like “the” and “and”, their attention weights are very small
and present an even distribution across the whole video.
For the video clip adjacency matrix, the values in the diagonal
region are always higher than the others. It is consistent with
the fact that video clips always have higher similarities with their
adjacent clips. Additionally, for the second qualitative example, the
last video clip is highly correlated to the first 5 clips under the
sentence semantics, illustrating high entry values in the adjacency
matrix. Based on the adjacency matrix, our GTP performs reasoning
on the video clip graph with graph convolution operation, and thus
it can easily link the last video clip to the first 5 video clips. This
can also provide an interpretation of why our proposed GTP can
accurately predict the position of the separated last video clip.
Video Clip Graph Learning. To investigate whether our GTP
model can learn the sentence specified video clip graph structure in
the model training procedure, we select two samples in our training
set, and record the evolution of their corresponding video clip adja-
cency matrices in different training epochs, which are illustrated
in Figure 5. We can observe that the adjacency matrices tend to
an even distribution at Epoch 1. Along with the model training
procedure, the block boundaries gradually show up clearly in the
adjacency matrices, which means that the video graph structures
are gradually learned. Meanwhile, by examining video contents
with respect to the learned adjacency matrices, we can find that
video clips linked with higher edge values also present strong se-
mantic correlations. It indicates that our model can indeed learn the
sentence specified semantic relationships between different video
clips, and further facilitates the video thumbnail generation.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we defined a distinctively new task, namely sentence
specified dynamic video thumbnail generation, which aims at se-
lecting and synthesizing several video clips from video to constitute
the video thumbnail, such that the video thumbnail semantically
corresponds to the given sentence description. To facilitate the pro-
posed video thumbnail generation task, we created a new dataset
by re-annotating the videos in the ActivityNet Caption dataset. Fur-
thermore, we proposed a novel GTP model, leveraging the graph
convolution operation to explore the sentence specified semantic
relationships between different video clips. The informative video
thumbnail is thereafter sequentially predicted by a novel tempo-
ral conditioned pointer network. Extensive experimental results
demonstrate the superiority of our proposed model, which outper-
forms baseline methods with considerable margins.
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This supplemental material includes the following contents:
• The annotation details of the sentence specified video thumb-
nail dataset.
• Dataset statistical analysis.
• More qualitative results of the proposed GTP model.
A THE DATASET ANNOTATION DETAIL
Figure 6 illustrates our implemented annotation website for the sen-
tence specified dynamic video thumbnail generation task. For each
video and its paired sentence description in our collected dataset,
we place them on the website simultaneously for the convenience of
the annotation participants’ browsing. Moreover, in order to speed
up the annotation, we evenly split the video into 2-second video
clips (We split the video into 2-second length clips mainly because
we find that the smallest video thumbnail gifs in some video web-
sites like YouTube are 1 to 2 seconds long), and all these video clips
are displayed in their chronological order. Participants are required
to select no more than 5 video clips that semantically correspond
to the sentence description to compose the video thumbnail. The
video clip will be highlighted in red bounding box after selected.
The selected video clips are not required to be consecutive in time.
If one participant finishes the video clip selection for the current
video-sentence pair, he (or she) only needs to click the “submit”
button to proceed to the next annotation task.
The annotations of different participants are completely inde-
pendent, with the video-sentence pairs randomly illustrated on
the website. There are 10,204 video-sentence pairs in our collected
dataset, and we ensure that each pair will have 4 video thumbnail
annotations from 4 different participants. Therefore, we totally get
4 × 10, 204 = 40, 816 annotation results for our constructed dataset.
Figure 6: The annotation interface for the sentence specified
dynamic video thumbnail generation task.
Some video thumbnail annotation examples are shown in Figure
7. For each showing example, we provide two video thumbnail an-
notations, and the selected video clips in these two annotations are
highlighted with orange and yellow bounding boxes, respectively.
We can observe that in example (a), the two annotations are exactly
the same, while in other examples, the annotations are partially
aligned with each others. It illustrates that when annotating video
thumbnails, different participants have different opinions, making
the differences between the annotated video thumbnails. However,
the jointly selected video clips also indicate that the participants
still have their common cognition for the given sentence descrip-
tions. In addition, example (a) and example (b) share the same video
but are with different sentence descriptions. We can see that the
sentence descriptions highly influence the resulting video thumb-
nails and cause great discrepancy, which further verifies that it is
very necessary to generate specific video thumbnails for different
sentences.
B DATASET STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Video Length. The minimal, maximal, and average video lengths
over all the videos in our constructed dataset are 20.0s, 238.4s
and 60.7s, respectively. The average length of the annotated video
thumbnails is 8.7s.
Video Thumbnail AnnotationConsistency.As indicated in Fig-
ure 7, video thumbnail annotation is a very subjective task, with
different annotation participants having different opinions. To mea-
sure the consistency of the selected video thumbnails between
different participants, we define a metric IoUcons as follows:
IoUcons (k, i) = 13
4∑
j,i, j=1
∥Intersect ion(Aki , Akj ) ∥
∥Union(Aki , Akj ) ∥
IoUcons (k ) = 14
4∑
i=1
IoUcons (k, i)
(15)
Here Aki means the set of selected video clips composing the i-
th annotated video thumbnail for the k-th video-sentence pair.
IoUcons (k, i) indicates the annotation consistency between the i-th
annotated video thumbnail and all the other annotations for the
k-th video-sentence pair. IoUcos (k) means the average annotation
consistency of the 4 video thumbnail annotations for the k-th video-
sentence pair. If the selected video clips of all the annotations are
exactly the same, the value of IoUcos (k) will be equal to 1. The
annotation consistency distributed over all the video-sentence pairs
is illustrated in Figure 8. It can be observed that formost of the video-
sentence pairs, the selected video clips of different participants do
not have a exact match, but there are still some clips that are jointly
selected by several participants. It further demonstrates that the
video thumbnail generation is an indeed subjective task, while
people still express their consensus to generate the thumbnail with
respect to the given sentence descriptions.
Ground Truth. Since there are 4 video thumbnail annotations for
each video-sentence pair, we take the annotation result with the
highest consistency IoUcons (k, i) among the 4 annotations as the
ground truth during the training process. While in the testing stage,
the predicted video thumbnail will be evaluated with respect to all
the 4 annotations.
Sentence description: A woman gave a hug to other woman.
Sentence description: The green field has audiences on the sides of the field.
Sentence description: Again a player wearing red t-shirt scores, and the players jumps and hug to celebrate.
Sentence description: The man hoses down the yellow corvette.
Annotation 1:
Annotation 2:
Annotation 1:
Annotation 2:
Annotation 1:
Annotation 2:
Annotation 1:
Annotation 2:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 7: Video thumbnail annotation examples. For each showing video-sentence pair, we provide two video thumbnail an-
notations, and the selected video clips in these two annotations are highlighted with orange and yellow bounding boxes,
respectively.
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Figure 8: The video thumbnail annotation consistency dis-
tribution over all the video-sentence pairs.
C QUALITATIVE RESULTS
Evolution of the Sentence Specified Video Clip Graph. Figure
9 shows the evolution of 4 groups of video clip adjacency matrices
in our GTP model training procedure. We can observe that the
first two qualitative examples (a) and (b) present similar evolution
process with the examples we have shown in the main paper. The
adjacency matrices tend to a even distribution at the initial model
training stage, and along with the model training procedure the
block boundaries gradually show up clearly. In contrast, in the qual-
itative examples (c) and (d), the sentence specified video clip graph
structures have been initially learned in Epoch 1, with the following
training epochs only adjusting and emphasizing the learned video
clip relationships. Overall, all of the above results verify that our
GTP model can indeed learn the sentence specified video clip graph
according to the sentence and video semantics.
Video Thumbnail Generation Results of the GTPModel. Fig-
ure 10 illustrates some qualitative results of our proposed GTP
model for the sentence specified dynamic video thumbnail gen-
eration. We can observe that the selected video clips by GTP are
consistent with the clips in the ground-truths, which indicates the
effectiveness of our proposed GTP model. Meanwhile, the gener-
ated video thumbnails are quite flexible. As shown in case (a) and
(e), the video thumbnails are temporally inconsecutive and provide
a good preview of the overall video content. Comparing the show
case (c) to others, we can find that the lengths of video thumbnails
are also not fixed. Since most video contents shown in case (c) are
irrelevant to “skateboarding” described by the sentence, GTP only
selects the last clip that presents the matching activity.
He is being drug by the back of a vehicle.
Two women are wrestling in the middle of stage.
Epoch 1 Epoch 2 Epoch 3 Epoch 4
Epoch 1 Epoch 2 Epoch 3 Epoch 4
Epoch 1 Epoch 2 Epoch 3 Epoch 4
A man is seen walking with a chair and puts it in the middle of a bowling lane.
(a)
(c)
(b)
Epoch 1 Epoch 2 Epoch 3 Epoch 4
Two girls dressed in blue blazers and white pants appear from behind a tree.
(d)
Figure 9: Evolution of the learned video clip adjacency matrices during the sentence specified video graph convolution.
Ground-truth
Four men are walking up to the stage with their fencing swords.
GTP
People are seen moving along the river in a raft.
Ground-truth
GTP
A group of boys are shown skateboarding in different scenarios.
Ground-truth
GTP
A person is skating on a tennis court.
Ground-truth
GTP
A team is playing ice hockey in front of a crowded stadium.
Ground-truth
GTP
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 10: Qualitative results of our proposed GTP model for sentence specified dynamic video thumbnail generation. Blue
bars show the video thumbnail generation results for our proposed GTP model, with the selected video clips highlighted in
darker colors. Green bars show the ground-truth video thumbnails.
Besides, the predicted video thumbnail in case (d) does not ex-
actly match the ground-truth annotation. The main reason lies on
the indistinguishable video scenes in the video. From the 8-th video
clip in case (d) to the end of the video, all the middle clips present
the same scene of “people rafting”. Therefore, not only the GTP
model, the annotators are also hard to decide which clip to choose.
However, since all these clips are matched with the sentence de-
scription, the generated video thumbnail by our proposed GTP is
still reasonable and accurate.
